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Whether people are influenced by information of the commercial value

when they appreciate art works

Summary

This study was designed to clarify if people were influenced by information

about the commercial value while appreciating paintings and why people reflected

commercial value to their appreciation if they do.

There are preceding studies of appreciating art, relations between art industry

and commercial value of art works, and impression for art works and art museums. As

for research of appreciating art, especially Michael

Parsons (1993) and Abigail Housen (Visual Thinking Strategies) conducted psychological

examination in the latter part of the 20th century. The research helped appreciation

education to be diffused and developed in Western countries. However, in Japan, there

are few studies researching how individual appreciate art works. In this study, the semi-

formal interview was conducted to Japanese undergraduate students and graduate

students. Regarding research of relations between art industry and commercial value of

art works, Michael Findlay (2014) examined the value of art from a commercial, social

and essential point of view. The study suggests that, according as social interest for art

has grown in Western countries, the number of people who have different purpose from

2005. The preceding studies mentioned only millionaires or art gallery owners, not

general public. On the other hand, the research participants in this study are those who

do not buy art works in daily life. This study intends to research how beholders react to

commercial value. As for research of impression for art works and art museums, Mori

Building (2007) conducted extensive survey and Shizuoka Prefectural Museum of Art

(2015) published the results of research conducted on visitors. Thus, these researches

provide useful data to comprehend the current status of the museum, but there are few

research discussing attitude and opinions of individuals. This study conducted 40 - 60

minutes long interview to each person and focused on the way people appreciated.

Additionally, research focused on relations between commercial value of art works and

beholders, not buyers. Therefore, this study would provide a new research result in that

individual Japanese beholders are participants.

The reason this study selected Japanese as participants was as follows.

Originally, appreciation education aims for free appreciation without value added such

as commercial value. Western countries promoted the appreciation education, but

ironically people came to care how much it was and who bought it. Japan should
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establish its own appreciation education system not to completely rely on the education

system practiced in Western countries, so that people can evaluate art works themselves

not its price. It is significant to research Japanese appreciation attitude first.

Semi-formal interview was conducted to twenty people in total; undergraduate

students and graduate students who were brought up in Japan. Research participants

appreciated ten paintings printed on paper with information about the commercial value

after they answered questionnaire about their own art appreciation experience. The

questionnaire is (1) How many times you go to art museums in one year, and (2) Have

you ever learned how to appreciate art works during art classes in elementary school,

junior high school and high school. Two paintings would be provided at the same time to

make it easier to comment for people who rarely go to museums and enjoy art works. Ten

paintings

auctioned in latest three years, 2013-2016.

The results were as follows. The participants can be divided to three groups: (1)

those who were influenced by the commercial value, (2) those who were not influenced

by the commercial value, but mentioned it, (3) those who were not influenced by the

commercial value nor mentioned it. First, as for the case (1), there are two patterns; to

evaluate a painting more because of high commercial value, and to be careful not to be

misled by the commercial information and change the way to appreciate it. Second, in

the case (2), as preceding research mentioned, it can be speculated that Japanese can

conduct appreciation mainly depending on their own subjectivity. They mentioned the

commercial value, but they did not change their evaluation by the commercial value.

Third, as for the case (3), they have high interest for art and have highly concrete,

objective opinions. This type of people explained why the painting is attractive with

concrete background, not only with their subjectivity. Thus, over half the number of the

participants did not get influenced by the information.

tend to enjoy paintings subjectively without the information about commercial value.

these results suggest that people

who have never been to museums in a year tend to be influenced by commercial value.

In other words, it can be said that they did not establish their own way to appreciate art

works and rely on the additional information.

As for second analysis about relations between appreciation experience and

influence by commercial value, there is following limitation. If the number of
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participants could be increased, the more clear relationship between appreciation

experience and influence by commercial value could be examined.

Nevertheless, the research can contribute to society by suggesting the

importance of appreciation education in educational institutions. Japanese

undergraduate students and graduate students tend to have an appreciation of paintings

based on their own subjectivity, but it can be said that people who rarely go to museums

tend to be influenced by the commercial value. This suggestion means the following

situation of appreciation education. Although the system of appreciation education has

widespread gradually, the activity is limited in the place people who has interest in art

such as art museums not in schools. In other words, people do not have opportunities to

other than to encourage further understanding for those who are originally interested in

art, it is possible to give opportunities of appreciation for those who are unfamiliar with

art by appreciation education being active not only some art museums but also

educational institution.


